
SASI Recovery Parameters per Bundled Gear SA
Overlap

This document outlines the process used to calculate an overlap table of Swept Area (SA) to allow the use of
a discrete recovery parameter per 25km2 (5x5 km) grid cell used in the SASI model. The magnitude of SA
per cell has been chosen as the comparison metric between bundled gears because it should be a better proxy
for observed impacts than other metrics.

The process at the time of creating this document spans both R script and ArcMap functions. The R code of
note will be displayed.

Preparing the Data

Rasters illustrating the Swept Area (SA) for hydraulic clam dredges, scallop dredges, trawls, gillnets, longlines,
and traps were provided by Geret DePiper at a resolution of 0.25km2 (0.5x0.5 km). Rasters were split into
each month of each year spanning 1996-2017 with the exception of hydraulic dredge data, which spans from
2003-2017. These rasters will be referred to as the Raw Rasters for clarity.

The Raw Rasters were summed to form one raster for each gear spanning all years using R. These summed
rasters will be referred to as the Gear Sum Rasters for clarity. The Raw Rasters were normalized to a
consistent extent to accomodate the limitations of the sum function of R. The function to normalize the
rasters as well as the main loop to drive the creation of the total sum rasters are shown below.

Note: Variables in all chunks are defined quite generally to allow for (somewhat) easy modification of file
locations and/or naming schemes.
## Projection to use with the shapes
PROJ.USE = CRS('+proj=aea +lat_1=28 +

lat_2=42 +lat_0=40 +
lon_0=-96 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +
datum=NAD83 +units=m +no_defs +
ellps=GRS80 +towgs84=0,0,0 ') #Defines projection

extent_StatArea <- extent(1549924.91477,2936924.91477,-700000,1094903.21946)

##### FUNCTION TO EXTEND RASTERS TO A SPECIFIED EXTENT #####

normalizeRaster <- function(file, extent){
temp_raster <- raster(file)
temp_raster <- extend(temp_raster, extent, value = 0)
return(temp_raster)

}

#### CREATES AN OCCURANCE RASTER FOR A SUM OF YEARS ####

# This loops through all raster names to normalize and add the years together
for(rast in RASTERS){

tempStack <- NULL
for(year in YEARS){

for(month in MONTHS){
tryCatch(

{
temp <- normalizeRaster(paste0(RasterDrive,'/',
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rast,'_fA_',month,'_',year,'.tif', sep=""),
extent_StatArea)

tempStack <- stack(c(tempStack, temp))
print(paste0('Added ', rast, year, ' to stack', sep = ""))

},
# Mutes error messages and allows progression to the next loop
error = function(x)
{

print("Error encountered. Moving to next raster file.")
},
# Mutes warning messages and allows progression to the next loop
warning = function(x)
{

print("Warning encountered. Moving to next raster file.")
})

}
}
print(paste0(sep = '', 'Starting sum of ',rast))
assign(x = paste0(rast,'_',YEARS[1],'to',YEARS[length(YEARS)],sep = ""), sum(tempStack))
print(paste0(sep = '', 'Summed ', rast))
writeRaster(get(paste0(rast,'_',YEARS[1],'to',YEARS[length(YEARS)],

sep = "")),
paste0(getwd(), '/',rast,'_',YEARS[1],'to',YEARS[length(YEARS)],".tif",

sep = ""),
overwrite = TRUE)

}

Grouping Gear Types and Dropping Outliers

The Gear Sum Rasters were bundled based on gear types according to similarities in recovery parameters per
gear as shown below:

• Fixed Gear
– Gillnets
– Longlines
– Traps

• Scallop Dredges/Trawls
– Scallop Dredges
– Trawls

• Hydraulic Dredges
– Hydraulic Clam Dredges

Bundles were discussed at the PDT Meeting from July 12th, 2018. The excerpt below was taken from the
meeting summary. This analysis creates a table taht would be used to support approach 1a (Approach 1 is
used in the North Pacific version of the model).

1. One model run, pooling all gears. Apply S scores by gear type but use one set of R scores.
Accounts for overlap between tows made by all gears (tows assigned randomly, more tows
= higher probability of overlap), allows cumulative impacts to be quantified. Maximum
percent of grid impacted would never be greater 100%.

a. Sub-option: still one model run, pooling all gears. S scores by gear. Different R scores
applied to specific spatial grids, depending on the gear predominant in that location. This
would require assigning a dominant gear to each 5 km grid, based on historical effort. This
spatial assignment would be fixed over time.
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b. Sub-option: still one model run, pooling all gears, with S scores by gear. R would be
assigned proportionally, weighted by the relative contribution of various gear types to effort
in each cell.

2. Multiple model runs, likely one for hydraulic dredge, one for scallop dredge/trawl, and one
for fixed gears, leading to three set of outputs.

Bundling gear types was done with ArcMap’s Weighted Sum function where all gears were of equal weights.
These new bundled rasters were then classified into 8 Natural Breaks (Jenks). The lowest break was dropped
to eliminate outliers from the data set using ArcMap’s “SetNull‘ function. These rasters will be referred to as
Bundled Gear Rasters for clarity.

Determining the Overlap Between Gear Bundles

Calculation of SA per gear bundle per 25km2 grid cell was performed in R with the following procedure.

The 25km2 grid was imported into R using a method written by Geret DePiper shown below.
LOAD.AND.PREP.GIS <- function(SHPNAME, PROJECT.PATH = ProjectDrive,

PROJ.USE = PROJ.USE) {
# Takes a Shape file name (SHPNAME), a directory where the
# shape is stored (PROJECT.PATH), and coordinate reference
# system (CRS) (PROJ.USE)

# Reads a vector map (shape file of name SHPNAME) in the
# project path
SHP = readOGR(dsn = file.path(PROJECT.PATH), layer = SHPNAME,

verbose = F)
# Transforms the SHP vector file using the coordinate
# reference system (CRS) defined in PROJ.USE
SHP = spTransform(SHP, CRS = PROJ.USE)

# UNUSED BECAUSE WE ARE ITERATING OVER ALL POLYGONS IN THE
# SHAPE FILE Somehow glues geometries together in the
# imported shape file if(NROW(SHP)>1) { SHP = gBuffer(SHP,
# width=1, byid=T) SHP = gUnaryUnion(SHP) }
# stopifnot(gIsValid(SHP))

return(SHP)
}

The 3 Bundled Gear Rasters created thusfar were then imported using the following method.
# Loops through the list of raster names defined above and
# creates a single shape for each with the same name
for (rast in RASTERS) {

# Import total summary raster per gear type. Named
# dynamically
temp <- raster(paste0(RasterDrive, "/", rast, ".tif", sep = ""))
assign(x = rast, temp)
print(paste0("Created ", rast))

}

The magnitude of the SA per per 25km2 grid cell was calculated using the cellStats sum R function and
the loop shown below.
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Figure 1: Bundled Gear Raster before (left) and after (right) dropping breaks
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# Iterates through each grid cell and calculates the area each occurance raster covers
coverage <- data.frame(stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
for(i in 1:length(grid@polygons)) # Attempt to itterate through grid cells
{

# Progress
print(paste0('Cell ',i,' of ', length(grid@polygons), sep = ''))

# Initialize the gridcell
GRIDCELL <- grid[i,]

# Initialize the temporary row
tempRow <- as.character(GRIDCELL$'GridID')

for(RAST in RASTERS) # Attempt to iterate through rasters for calculation
{

# Initializes percent
percent <- 0
mag <- 0

# Attempts to intersect the shape files. If an error is thrown, coverage is set to 0%
tryCatch(
{

mag <- cellStats(x = mask(get(RAST), GRIDCELL), stat = 'sum')
},
error = function(x) # Mutes error messages and allows progression to the next loop
{
},
warning = function(x) # Mutes warning messages and allows progression to the next loop
{
})

# Assigns the percent to the next column
tempRow <- c(tempRow,mag)

}

# Binds the temporary row to the final data frame
coverage <- rbind(coverage, tempRow, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

}

##### CLEANUP #####

# Formats the results dataframe
colNames <- NULL
for(RAST in RASTERS)
{

colNames <- c(colNames,paste0(sep='',RAST,'_SA'))
}
colnames(coverage) <- c('Cell', colNames)

Assigning Recovery Values

Recovery values were assigned to each cell using the following hierarchy of rules:
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1. Gear type having the largest SA magnitude
2. Largest theorized impact (if SA magnitude is equal)

• Hydraulic Dredges
• Trawls
• Fixed Gear

3. If no SA is present, assign the Scallop Dredge/Trawl recovery values

The following code assigns values according to the above rules to the data table.
##### RULES #####
coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) >

as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) &

as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- dredge

coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) &

as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- fixed

coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) &

as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- trawl

# prioritize clam dredge
coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) ==

as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) &
as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) ==

as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- dredge

coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) ==
as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) &

as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- dredge

coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) ==
as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA) &

as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) >
as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- dredge

# prioritize trawl
coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA) ==

as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) &
as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA) >

as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA)] <- trawl

# Assigns Zero values
coverage$recovery[as.numeric(coverage$HyDredge_SA_1996to2017_SA) == 0 &

as.numeric(coverage$FixedGear_SA_1996to2017_SA) == 0 &
as.numeric(coverage$ScallopsTrawls_SA_1996to2017_SA) == 0] <- trawl
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Final Assignment

Below is a visualization of the assignment of the recovery values according to the rules illustrated previously.

.

Note that both green areas have the same recovery score assignment but have been differentiated here to
illustrate which has a prevelence of Scallop/Trawl activity and which were assigned as a default value.
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